JOHN K JOINS FORCES WITH COUNTRY SUPERSTAR KELSEA
BALLERINI FOR NEW VERSION OF SINGLE “IF WE NEVER MET”
PERFORMED ON THE TODAY SHOW & GOOD DAY NEW YORK
THIS WEEK
SONG NEARS 60 MILLION TOTAL STREAMS
CURRENTLY IN THE TOP 15 AT HOT AC RADIO AND RISING
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(January 17, 2020 – Los Angeles, CA) – Accelerating the meteoric rise of his breakthrough smash, John K
teams up with GRAMMY® Award-nominated multiplatinum country superstar Kelsea Ballerini for a
brand new version of the stand-out single “if we never met.” Get it HERE via Epic Records.
“I’ve had ‘if we never met’ on repeat since it came out,” shared Kelsea Ballerini. “The simplicity of the
track and lyrics just really stood out to me, and John’s voice has soul that, as a fan, I love hearing on pop
radio and playlists. I’m really excited to be a part of this version of this gem of a song and artist.”

“if we never met” remains a pop phenomenon. Ruling radio airwaves, the track continues to hold a spot
in the Top 15 at Hot AC. Additionally, he just performed it on the TODAY Show and Good Day New York
this week. In between, he sold out a show at the Mercury Lounge, making for his biggest New York gig to
date. Meanwhile, “if we never met” recently surpassed 56 million streams as it nears the 60 million
mark.
In 2019, “if we never met” took the summer by storm, garnering attention by L’Officiel, Billboard and
Rolling Stone – who marked the track as a “Song You Need To Know.” It was featured on Beats 1’s “Bop
of the Week,” while also reaching #3 on Apple Music’s Today’s Hits and #2 on A-List Pop.
John K’s rise shows no signs of stopping or slowing down in 2020. Get ready for more!

ABOUT JOHN K
With a dynamic voice and effortless cool, John K invites listeners to experience an eternal summer all
year-round. The Florida native quietly cemented himself as an artist to watch and in 2017, Elvis Duran
handpicked the independent rising star as his “Artist of the Month.” Not only did he land features from
Nylon, Billboard, Huffington Post, and more, but he also staked out coveted real estate on top Spotify
playlists such as New Music Friday. Within two years, he independently amassed upwards of 50 million
streams and charted a bona fide hit in the form of “OT.” Signed to Epic Records in 2019, he now brings
the sunshine to soul on the if we never met EP.
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